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`` Reporting platform conversion and migration
`` Perform job costing reporting and analysis
`` Eliminate requirement for IT or super-users to create/
change financial reports
`` No staging area or data warehouse required
`` Deploy in minutes

Reduce data
calculation times
by incorporating

data sources across

big data with

a variety of ERP

SMARTcache™

platforms

(IMDB)

Benefits:
`` Retrieve fixed asset totals based upon account and asset
criteria with drill-down to detail, for FA reporting

analysis leveraging
new features in

Excel to multiple

`` Drill-down to sub-ledger detail in any ERP

Enhanced data

Excel

Connectability from

Spreadsheet Server works as an intuitive
Microsoft® add-in providing live reporting
and analysis from your ERP into Excel.

exporting of ERP balance or
transaction level data
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Combine the
Familiarity of
Microsoft Excel
with the Power
of Your ERP

No more downloading or re-keying/

Create any custom queries
within your ERP or any
other relational database
The cloud-based QueryExchange™
allows the ERP user community to
share pre-configured queries
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`` Open Order Reports

`` Income Statements

`` Purchase Order Tracking

`` Sales Reporting

`` Aging Elinquency Reports

`` Budget Forecasting

`` Inventory Management

`` Inventory Deficit Reports

`` Rental Unit Analysis

`` Equal Employment Opportunity
Reporting

`` Business KPI and Role-Specific
Dashboards

`` Project Management Reporting

`` Head Count Reports
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`` Equipment Cost with Parent/Child
Details
`` Current Period Shipments
`` Fixed Asset Rollforward
`` Master Real Estate Tax by
Geographical Location
`` Inventory Detail Listing by Item Class
...And More
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`` Balance Sheets

Dynamic
Balances

Lock it
Down

Sharing is
Caring

Sign, Sealed,
Delivered

Combination
Station

Conversion
The conversion

Drill, Drill,
Drill

Retrieve dynamic

Spreadsheet Server

Spreadsheet Server

Automate the

Use wild cards,

utility allows for

Dynamic drill

period, year-to-date,

uses company level

users have full

distribution process

ranges, segment

quick conversion of

down capabilities

life-to-date and

security as defined

access to Global’s

of your reports by

lists, or groups

the row definition

allow for review of

quarter balances

in your application.

cloud-based

using Distribution

and sets to retrieve

detail within a

detailed account

using simple Excel

QueryExchange™,

Manager Utility

any combination

report.

balances and journal

formulas. Formula

a query repository

within Spreadsheet

of accounts into a

entry information.

wizard is available

shared by users

Server. Print or email

single spreadsheet

Combine your

to assist users

around the globe.

your reports, all with

row. Segment Lists

reporting with

in creating new

With intuitive search

the click of a button.

are user defined

account analysis

formula expressions.

capabilities, users

combinations of

to achieve more

Segment

can immediately

segments that are

efficient analysis of

descriptions can

see, download and

set at the local level

your key data.

also be retrieved or

use queries built by

or can be shared

single accounts.

their fellow users

among multiple

directly in Microsoft

®

users.

Excel.

Let us be your guide forward
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